Technology

WHAT CITIES
SHOULD BECOME
Tom Leaver, project manager at Future Cities Catapult, examines the rationale behind the creation
of the City Data Sharing Toolkit, and explores how this is driving a seismic shift in how cities evolve
into our data-rich future.
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We’re used to big-screen sci-fi future cities being dystopian monoliths to everything wrong
with the world – overcrowding, over-pollution, chaotic, ill-considered spaces expanding
relentlessly beyond any consideration of both
what they’re for, and who they’re for.
Cities have arguably already, in the popular
consciousness and in these febrile political
times, become something to rail against –
at the ballot box, for example, almost twothirds of US rural and small-town voters
chose Trump, while similar proportions in

the cities chose Hillary. In the English countryside, 55% voted for Brexit, while cities
such as Bristol, Glasgow, Cardiff, Liverpool
and London voted even more decisively for
remain. How have cities ended up carrying
the can for our worst excesses? And is it a
fair cop? Well, yes and no.

The potential of data sharing

It’s evident many cities globally tick one
or more of those cinematic dystopian boxes – social deprivation, soup-thick pollution, archaic civic and legal systems, either
over-restrictive or barely existent planning
systems… the list goes on.

The thing is, like that other renowned party
topic of maths, without giving it some context it is a bit, shall we say, dry. So: that future-world stuff was the context where data
sharing gets very interesting.

But they’re also arguably our greatest shared
asset: home to 55% of the world’s population and generators of 80% of global GDP,
cities are potentially ever-evolving social engines driving knowledge exchange, productivity, prosperity, and human advancement.
Are they perhaps our greatest hope?
If only we could run them more effectively
and efficiently. If only cities became hotbeds
of wellbeing, for their citizens and for the
world as a whole, to which they could supply
so many solutions to the challenges ahead.
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OK, so that was maybe a bit dramatic, but
admit it: if I’d come straight in with ‘data
sharing,’ you’d probably not still be here.
Data sharing isn’t known for being particularly sexy – which isn’t entirely fair.

Take for example another current Future
Cities Catapult project, the Future of Planning, which looks at one of those archaic civic systems – city planning – and applies the
science of data sharing to create a vision that
is actually rather exhilarating.
The Future of Planning vision comprises
a complex ecosystem of working digital
parts and processes with the potential to
unlock an organic principle, ultimately optimising a city’s capacity to self-organise in
real time to meet its citizens’ ever-evolving
hopes and needs.

